
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO VOTE?
Citizen, will you exercise your right vote (“consent”)?

The American people “hold” certain truths “to be self-evident,” “that all (hu)men(s) are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, 
that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” By this the Founders 
were stating that these rights were not merely their idea or what they were creating, or 
seizing for themselves by their own wills. Rather, since they were thus endowed, they 
were taking steps to exercise them in the best way they knew to do. There was much 
difference of opinion on what that best way entailed, and much pressure from all sides.

Inferred in their further assertions is the right to vote: in order to assume their “separate 
and equal station among the powers of the earth” and because they believed 
“Governments [derive] their just powers from the consent of the governed” (from the 
Declaration of Independence). The Amendments to the Constitution prohibit curtailing 
citizen’s right of consent (vote):
• Amendment 14, Section. 1: All persons born or naturalized in the United States 

and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the 
State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall 
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States.

• Amendment 15: The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied 
or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or 
previous condition of servitude.

• Amendment 19: on account of sex (gender).
• Amendment 24: by reason of failure to pay any poll tax or other tax.
• Amendment 26: on account of age.
Again, note that these do not grant the right to vote, rather they prohibit the infringement 
of unalienable rights already held by different segments of the citizenry.

Because these Founders were exercising God-given rights, not just their own wills, and 
because they risked losing all they had including their lives, to the military might of one 
of the strongest Empires on earth, the choice in voting was not imagined / intended by 
them to be between hypotheticals or between something actual and a potential / 
spiritual idea only. Rather, actual concrete people / regimes / threats / opportunities 
were their choices, though, obviously, many real and imagined potentialities were 
inferred in those choices.

So it is with us today. The political-media handlers of Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump, 
together with the Media, obscure actual and real realities by presenting for our 
consideration perceptions of the actual candidates and spin on the platforms / intentions 
they represent. While these campaigns of mere words and ideas are dominating our 
attention and being consumed on a daily basis, tense actions have been conducted by 
Russia, China, Syria, Ukraine, the U.S. and other countries, terrorists have violently 
murdered thousands all over the world, many murders have been committed in 
American cities like Chicago, people of color have been shot by police and police shot 
in retaliation, rioting has destroyed much property and peace, employment has plunged, 



average peoples’ lives are in worse shape in almost every way, abortions continue in 
the thousands, several natural disasters like forest fires, tornadoes and hurricanes have 
devastated lives in this country and abroad, and on and on. News of these events is 
relegated to mere background noise to the political campaigns, unless considered a 
useful tool to promote or to shame. 

Make no mistake. Although we are meant to see only the spin, these two candidates 
and their agendas represent two real ways of life.    

One way of life=overthrow the old 
• change the Constitution according to the 

way the world works (read: Progressive)
• change the Supreme Court balance 
• reverse Citizens United
• extend voting rights (= who is a citizen?)
• keep Roe v. Wade and woman’s choice
• keep marriage equality
• curtail corporate interests
• the wealthy should have no more than 

anyone else
• change energy consumption and costs 

according to climate change
• equality for everybody at the expense of 

Christians, conservatives and whites 

Another way of life=better the old
• maintain the separation of powers and 

states rights 
• Supreme Court that respects the 

Constitution
• no infringement of right of religious 

liberty
• no infringement of right of heterosexual 

marriage 
• no infringement of right to bear arms
• curtail government size, regulation and 

cost
• reduce government debt
• diplomacy on the basis of military 

readiness and standing in the world  

Citizen, we have the right to vote for which way of life we think is best. I have come to 
realize that our choice does not signify that we endorse the antics or perceived 
personas of the party candidates. I have never voted where everything was black and 
white or where there were not negatives on both sides, have you? We have a history of 
making hard choices: against Nazi world domination spun as scientific, global progress 
over tribalism, against Communism spun as the People toppling evil dictatorship, and 
now against radical secularism spun as progressiveness. In each of these situations, 
the people who represented the choices obscured the reality of the choices, almost to 
our peril. Please do not let that happen in our present circumstance.

One way plans to ‘progress’ by overthrowing the old. They have already made much 
progress. The other way hopes to keep the good foundations and whatever else is good 
/ helpful of the old while making things better for everyone. Vote for the candidate 
representing the way of life and the way to that life you think is best.


